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1. Definitions
In these General Terms and Conditions, the terms with a capital letter are defined as follows, in which context words
stated in the singular also indicate the plural and vice versa, and conjugations of verbs have the same content as the verb
in question, with due observance of the context
1. Connection: a connection to the Network (including by means of a SIM in the form of a SIM card or eSIM).
2.	
Supplementary Service: every service delivered by the Supplier in connection with or supplementary to another
Service or Good (including a Content Service).
3. Subscription: every use of a Connection, in which context the amounts owing are charged periodically on the basis
of the Agreement.
4. General Terms and Conditions: these general terms and conditions of the Supplier.
5. Authority: a supranational, national, provincial, municipal or any other body or court with government authority
including ACM (Dutch Consumer and Market Authority: Autoriteit Consument & Markt ).
6. Content Service: every service that consists, in whatever form, of supplying content (including digital and other
information, such as text, data, moving, stationary and graphic images, sound recordings, games, advertising and
similar services).
7. Contracting Party: the party that will receive or has received an offer or that will conclude or has concluded an
Agreement with the Supplier.
8. Service: every supplied or made available Telecommunication Service, Supplementary Service or other service.
9. End-User: the natural person who is authorised by the Contracting Party and/or an Affiliated Enterprise, on the basis
of a relationship under employment law with the Contracting Party and/or an Affiliated Enterprise or on the basis of
a temporary employment contract, to make use of the Network and/or the Services.
10. Affiliated Enterprise: the enterprise in which the Contracting Party directly owns at least fifty percent of the shares
or for which the Contracting Party has assumed liability, jointly and severally or otherwise.
11. Supplier: the legal entity or company referred to in the Agreement that supplies the Goods and/or Services.
12 Mobile Telecommunication Service: every Telecommunication Service where the Connection is made to the
Network via a wireless link.
13. Netherland: part of the Netherlands located in Europe, therefore excluding Saba, Sint-Eustatius, Saint Martin and
the islands Bonaire, Aruba and Curacao.
14. Network: all technical components with which the Supplier facilitates fixed and mobile telecommunication or
instructs others to do so.
15. Number: numbers, letters or other symbols, whether or not used in combination, intended for access to or
identification of Connections, Contracting Parties and End-Users, Services, Peripheral Equipment or other network
elements.
16. Delivery Protocol: a signed document that the Supplier uses to indicate that the Items and/or Services have been
delivered.
17. Agreement: every arrangement on the basis of which the Supplier delivers one or more Goods and/or Services
(including making Connections or concluding Subscriptions).
18. Personal Data: all data relating to an identified or identifiable natural person.
19. Peripheral Equipment: the telephone exchange connected to the Network or the mobile radio transmission
and/or receiving device (also referred to as ‘handset’, ‘mobile device’ or ‘mobile telephone’) which establishes the
connection to the Network, whether or not in combination with a SIM or another technical means.
20. SIM: the chip which, in combination with a Connection and Peripheral Equipment, enables the use of the Network.
SIM definition includes eSIM. An eSIM is a SIM card embedded in the user equipment
21. Software: software made available by the Supplier to the Contracting Party in connection with the Services.
22. Rates List: an overview of rates and other costs with respect to the Items and/or Services.
23 Telecommunication Service: a public electronic communication service with which the Network can be used
(including on the basis of a Subscription).
23. Telecommunication Service: a public electronic communication service with which the Network can be used
(including on the basis of a Subscription).
24. Fixed Telecommunication Service: every Telecommunication Service where the Connection is made to the
Network via a fixed link.
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25. Working Days: Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., with the exception of Dutch public holidays.
26. Goods: the Peripheral Equipment, handsfree vehicle kits, physical network connections, SIMs, Software,
hardware, quotations, calculations, analyses, designs, drawings, images, reports, documentation, folders, samples,
models, preparatory material, accessories or other material supplied or made available by the Supplier.

2. General
1.
2.
3.

4.

The applicability of general terms and conditions used by the Contracting Party is hereby expressly rejected.
The General Terms and Conditions will apply to all legal relationships (including offers and Agreements) under which
the Supplier delivers Services, Goods and/or Subscriptions to the Contracting Party.
These General Terms and Conditions are an integral part of the Agreement. In the event of contradiction between a
provision in the Agreement and a provision in these General Terms and Conditions, the provision in the Agreement
will have preference.
Every communication relating to Services, Goods and/or Subscriptions between the Supplier and the Contracting
Party may take place electronically, unless stipulated otherwise in the Agreement. The electronic version of the
relevant communication, as well as agreements in writing, stored by the Supplier will serve as evidence of such
communication, except for evidence to the contrary provided by the Contracting Party. Electronic communication
will be considered to have been received at the time of dispatch, unless the contrary is proven by the recipient. If the
communication has not been received as a consequence of delivery and/or accessibility problems with respect to
the Contracting Party’s electronic mailbox, such will be at the Contracting Party’s risk, also if the electronic mailbox
is located at a third party. The Supplier will not be obliged to send any confirmation of receipt with respect to any
communication it has received. If the Supplier fails to confirm an offer of the Contracting Party on time, such will not
be considered a rejection of that offer.

3. Conclusion of an Agreement
1.

An Agreement between the parties will be concluded only at the time that a request relating to such from or on
behalf of the Contracting Party is accepted in writing by the Supplier or at the time that the Supplier commences the
implementation of the Agreement.
2. The Supplier may reject a request at all times and may do so if, for instance:
a. the person acting for the Contracting Party is not authorised to represent that party;
b. the person acting for the Contracting Party does not meet the requirements set by the Supplier –
		
including identification and providing the necessary information – for concluding an Agreement;
c. the Supplier has reasonable cause to doubt or has information relating to the poor creditworthiness or poor
		
payment record of the Contracting Party or its directors vis-à-vis the Supplier or third parties. The Supplier will
		
be entitled to request information regarding such from third parties (including the Preventel Foundation) and to
		
register the Agreement at the Preventel Foundation; or
d. the Supplier has reasonable cause to doubt whether the Contracting party will purchase the Goods and/or
		
Services in accordance with the Agreement and/or the normal use on which the applicable rates are based.
3. The Contracting Party will be responsible for, if it so desires, saving the Agreement, making it accessible for
inspection at a later date and for printing it. The Supplier may issue a copy of the Agreement, if such is available, and
will be entitled to charge reasonable costs for such.
4. The Contracting Party guarantees that it has provided all information required by the Supplier in connection with
the Agreement, as well as all other information relevant for the implementation of the Agreement, and that this
information is correct and complete. The Supplier will not be obliged to request further information from the
Contracting Party regarding the intended use of the Goods and/or Services or the circumstances under which these
Goods and/or Services will be used.
5. The Supplier will be entitled at all times to break off negotiations with the Contracting Party without stating the
reasons and without being obliged to pay any compensation or to continue negotiations.
6. The person concluding the Agreement on behalf of the Contracting Party guarantees that he/she has provided a
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7.

8.

valid and personal identity card and that he/she is authorised to represent the Contracting Party in concluding this
Agreement.
All offers and the associated Goods of the Supplier will be entirely free of obligation, also if a term is referred to
in that offer. These offers and Goods will remain the property of the Supplier and/or its licensers and should be
returned to the Supplier at its request. The Contracting Party will not be permitted to submit these offers or the
associated items to third parties, and in particular competitors of the Supplier.
Promises, notifications and agreements from or with the Supplier that relate to obligations of the Supplier and which
have been made by employees or representatives of the Supplier will bind the Supplier only if these have been
confirmed in writing by the Supplier.

4. Duration and termination
1.

2.
3.

Agreements and Subscriptions will be entered into for the agreed minimum duration, or, if no minimum duration
is stipulated, for the duration of one year. Following the expiry of this minimum duration the Agreement and the
Subscriptions will be automatically extended.
On or after expiry the minimum duration, the Agreement and the Subscriptions can be terminated subject to one
month written notice.
Without prejudice to the provisions of Articles 4.1 and 4.2, an Agreement will not end until the minimum duration for
all individual Subscriptions has expired.

5. Performance of the Agreement
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The Supplier will determine the way in which and by whom (including by third parties on a subcontract basis) the
Agreement is performed and will inform the Contracting Party of such as far as possible, if requested. The Supplier
will not be obliged to follow any instruction of the Contracting Party. If it has been agreed that the deliveries will
be made in phases, the Supplier will be entitled to postpone deliveries belonging to a subsequent phase until the
Contracting Party has approved deliveries from preceding phases in writing. The Supplier will be entitled to invoice
every completed phase individually.
Any periods referred to in the Agreement (including delivery and performance times) are approximations and
must never be considered deadlines. Exceeding a period will not result in the Supplier being in default. Any periods
referred to in the Agreement (including delivery and performance times) are based, inter alia, on data submitted to
the Supplier by the suppliers in question. If delays occur in the performance of the Agreement for whatever reason
(including causes relating to the staff of the Supplier or its suppliers), the periods will be extended by the same
number of days as the length of the delay. This will also apply if the delay is a result of circumstances that were
already foreseeable at the time that the Agreement was concluded.
The Contracting Party will be responsible for installing, adjusting, updating and managing Goods required for the
Services and for regulating the adjustments. If the Supplier is to perform installation work, this work will be limited to
the direct connection- and/or configuration work agreed between the parties at the agreed location (which will not
include structural adjustments, such as foundation work, creating openings and holes, repair work, brickwork, cable
ducts, internal cabling, etc.).
If the Contracting Party requests the Supplier to change the performance of the Agreement, it will be obliged to do
so in writing and in good time, failing which the risk for the changed performance will be borne by the Contracting
Party. The Supplier will not be obliged to accept a request to change the performance of the Agreement. If the
Supplier accepts such a request, the consequences of periods being exceeded will be borne by the Contracting Party.
If the Supplier incurs higher costs during the performance of the Agreement than was agreed in that Agreement, the
Contracting Party will be obliged to reimburse these costs as additional work, if these costs are the result of:
a. an additional assignment of the Contracting Party;
b. a change in the state of the art; or
c. data submitted to the Supplier by the Contracting Party that are not in accordance with reality.
Supplier can transfer its rights and obligations from the Subscription. Except in case of transfer of (a part of) the
company, the Contractor has the right to cancel the Subscription.
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6. Delivery of Goods
1.

2.

Goods will be delivered by the Supplier in the Netherlands to the delivery address provided by the Contracting Party,
in which case the risk for the Good transfers to the Contracting Party at the time of arrival at the address in question
or, if it has been agreed that the Contracting Party will sign a consignment note, at the time that the consignment
note is signed. Delivery of Goods by the Supplier outside the Netherlands will be made ex works (INCOTERMS 2010).
If a delivery cannot be made at the agreed time due to circumstances on the part of the Contracting Party, the Supplier
will be entitled to store the Goods and to charge the Contracting Party the storage costs and the extra transport costs.

7. Inspection, acceptance, repair/exchange of Goods and/or Services
1.

Within seven Working Days of the receipt of the Good and/or Service, the Contracting Party will inspect such and if it
believes that the Good and/or Service is defective, it will notify the Supplier of such and state that it cannot accept
the Good and/or Service.
2. Goods and Services will be considered as accepted if the Contracting Party:
a. has signed the Delivery Protocol or has indicated in some other way that the Goods and/or Services are finished
		
or in working order;
b. has failed to state in detail and in writing within seven Working Days of the receipt of the Delivery Protocol or
		
another delivery document (of, if no Delivery Protocol or another delivery document was submitted, the delivery
		
of the Good and/or Service) that it is not accepting the Goods and/or Services; or
c. has used the Goods and/or Services.
The Contracting Party may not refuse to accept Goods and/or Services because they have small defects (including
defects that do not have any significant negative effects on the most important functionalities).
3. If the Contracting Party has refused to accept the Goods and/or Services in good time and in accordance with the
conditions referred to above, the Supplier, if it has failed in the performance of its obligations, will:
a. in the case of Services, have the defect repaired provided that the Service is not functioning in accordance with
		
the documented specifications of that Service;
b. in the case of Goods, have the defect repaired or have the defective Good exchanged in return for a similar item,
		
at the Supplier’s discretion, provided that:
		
i. the relevant Good was made available to the Contracting Party by the Supplier;
		
ii. this Good does not function in accordance with the documented specifications of the Good;
		
iii. the Good is returned unused, complete and in the original packaging, with all corresponding documentation
			 and with a receipt; and
		
iv. the defect in the Good did not arise after the time of delivery or due to a cause attributable to the Contracting
			 Party.
4. If the Contracting Party discovers that a Good is defective, the Supplier will assess, on the basis of the guarantees
provided by that manufacturer to the Supplier, whether the manufacturer of that item will repair the defect or
whether it will be exchanged for a similar Good. If such guarantees exist, the Supplier, at its own discretion and
without additional costs for the Contracting Party, will repair or exchange the defective Good for a similar Good, or
instruct others to do so, provided that:
a. the relevant Good was made available to the Contracting Party by the Supplier;
b. this Good does not function in accordance with the documented specifications of the Good;
c. the defect is reported as soon as possible after discovery to the Supplier, but in any event within 12 (twelve)
		
months of delivery; and
d. the Good is returned complete and in the original packaging, with all corresponding documentation and with a
		
receipt;
e. in the event that the Good is Peripheral Equipment, the IMEI number of such Peripheral Equipment matches the
		
IMEI number on the packaging, and
f.
the defect in the Good cannot be attributed to the Contracting Party.
5. The Supplier will be entitled to charge assessment costs and will not be obliged to repair the defect in the Service
and/or Good or to exchange the defective Good, or instruct others to do so, if the Supplier has obtained this Service
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6.
7.

and/or Good from a third party and it turns out that this third party is not obliged to make such a repair or exchange or,
although it is obliged, it fails to fulfil this obligation.
Apart from the provisions of Article 7, no obligations regarding the functioning of the Goods and/or Services or any
defects therein will rest with the Supplier.
The discovery of a defect in a delivered Good will not entitle the Contracting Party to suspend any of its obligations.

8. Obligations of the Contracting Party
1.

The Contracting Party guarantees at its own expense and risk that:
a. it will report relevant data (including address information, change of name, the information on End-Users and
		
technical data relating to, for instance, the Peripheral Equipment used) no later than fourteen days prior to
		
the performance of the Agreement or, in the case of any changes to such, fourteen days prior to the change, in
		
writing to the Supplier;
b. it will provide the Supplier with the opportunity to deliver the Goods and Services on Working Days, at easily
		
accessible locations, and under conditions that meet statutory safety requirements and other regulations
		
imposed by an Authority;
c. at the request of the Supplier, it will provide all reasonable assistance in order to deliver the Goods and/or
		
Services and to be able to check and guarantee the proper operation of such (including by providing facilities
		
and allowing access, in whatever form);
d. it will use the Goods and Services carefully and in a normal manner, as intended by the Supplier and third parties
		
that have supplied these Goods and/or Services;
e. it will follow the Supplier’s instructions in connection with nuisance or damage resulting from the use of the
		
Goods and/or Services; and
f.
it will comply with applicable legislation (including privacy legislation).
2. The Contracting Party guarantees that it will refrain from:
a. using the Goods and/or Services for other than normal use, as intended by the Supplier and third parties,
		
including obstructing or disturbing the performance of the Agreement, damaging the Supplier or third parties,
		
acting contrary to applicable legislation (including violating legislation relating to privacy or import and export
		
or committing criminal offences), infringing the intellectual property rights of third parties, misusing allocated
		
access codes or issuing such to third parties, teasing, spamming or causing a nuisance in some other way,
		
offending, causing hurt or annoyance, hacking, establishing or having others establish connections on a large
		
scale to sales numbers (090x numbers) and/or services, the wrongful removal of an SIM lock, network lock or
		
any other security, as well as every action as a result of which payments owing to the Supplier are improperly
		
restricted;
b. using Goods and/or Services for the use of the Connection to the Network or networks of other providers of
		
electronic communication services which do not meet the requirements for connection to the Network. The
		
Contracting Party will use only Peripheral Equipment permitted for the Services in question.
3. The Supplier will be entitled to instruct the Contracting Party and to take measures to prevent, restrict or end the
above and the consequences thereof, including the removal of information and returning to the original condition.
The Supplier will also be entitled to do so if it has a reasonable suspicion that the action in question took place,
is taking place or will take place. The Contracting Party will be obliged to follow these and other reasonable
instructions relating to the Service immediately, failing which the Contracting Party will be in default without any
notice of such being required.
4. In the event of violation of this article, the Supplier will be entitled to charge the related additional costs, to deliver
non-working Goods and/or Services and to charge the payments owed for those Goods and/or Services.

9. Fair Use & Fair Use Policy
1.

In relation to certain Subscriptions it is possible to use (part of) the Services without limitation and/or to use them
in certain countries outside the Netherlands without extra costs. This freedom obviously comes with a fair use
obligation. The Contracting Party and/or End-User may only use the Services in a way that is reasonable in light of
7

2.

3.
4.

the Agreement and the purpose for which the Service is provided. A Subscription is offered to enable an End-User
with its place of residence in the Netherlands to use its mobile phone to make a connection with the Network. If
Supplier offers (part of) the Service without limitation this is intended to offer End-User a feeling of freedom in
relation to such use, not to use the Subscription for another purpose of significantly more than expected when
parties concluded the Agreement or than the average end-user.
Apart from using a Subscription significantly more as meant in clause 1, the following are explicit examples of usage
that is not considered as fair
a. Use is combination with multiple devices at the same time.
b. Permanent or near to permanent use, such as in case of a baby monitor or router.
c. Longer or more intense use abroad than may be expected in light of regular holiday or business trips.
d. Use for commercial purposes such as the offering of telecommunication services to third parties.
e. Use for sending spam or bulk messages.
f.
Use as a simbox.
g. Use of one Network Connection for multiple end-users.
Supplier is entitled to stipulate further limitations in light of fair use.
In case of use that is not considered fair, Supplier may impose further conditions, charge extra costs, suspend (part of)
the Services or terminate the Services, Subscription or Agreement. Supplier shall not take such measures without
first sending a warning to the Contracting Party.

Fair Use Policy
5. Per June 1, 2017, Vodafone introduced ‘Roam-like-at-Home’ for al mobile Subscriptions. That means all mobile
Subscriptions for calling, texting and data are valid for use in the EU, without any extra costs for roaming. ‘Roam-likeatHome’ is not meant to support unfair roaming use. That is why Vodafone applies a Fair use Policy (FUP). The FUP
is part of the European Roaming Regulation and its goal is to prevent unfair use of national Subscriptions abroad.
Vodafone does not apply the FUP for Prepaid-Subscriptions.
6. Vodafone offers ‘Roam-like-at-Home’ to roaming End-Users residing or having a stable link in The Netherlands.
Vodafone can ask End-Users to provide proof of a stable link and holds the right to refuse to offer ‘Roam-like-at-Home’
to End-Users who are not willing to provide stable link proof.
7. Organised resale of SIMs to persons not effectively residing or having stable links in The Netherlands is
prohibited. Vodafone may take immediate proportionate measures in cause of organised resale. Vodafone also may
apply fair, reasonable and proportionate control mechanisms in case of:
Long inactivity of a given SIM associated with use mostly, if not exclusively, while roaming;
Subscription and sequential use of multiple SIMs by same customer while roaming.
8. Vodafone applies various control mechanisms, based on objective indicators, to prevent unfair use of roaming:
a. 4 month FUP
		Unfair use of Roam-like-at-Home is established when during 4 months customer has less than 50% domestic
		
presence and usage. Usage of voice, SMS messages and data is constantly being monitored over the 4 most recent
		
months. When Vodafone notices unfair roaming use of and End-User, Vodafone will send a notification with a request
		
to adjust the roaming behaviour. End-Users have 14 days to provide proof of a stable link. Vodafone holds the
		
right to surcharge roaming End-Users after those 14 days.
b. Open bundle FUP
		Vodafone reserves the right to apply a monthly EU-data limit for open bundles. For 2022 the tariff is € 2 (including
VAT) / GB. Vodafone communicates when an EU-data limit is applicable for an open bundle. When the monthly
EU-data limit is exceeded, Vodafone can apply an extra charge for the use of data: € 0,0024 per MB data (extra
charges are including VAT).
9.	The extra charges in the EU that Vodafone applies (following the EU Roaming Regulation) are: € 0,026 per minute calling,
€ 0,0131 per minute being called, € 0,004 per sending SMS and € 0,0024 per MB data (extra charges are including VAT).
Visit Vodafone.nl/fup for more information.
10.	There is a special Fair Use Policy for Red Pro Unlimited
	The use of mobile internet for Red Pro Unlimited is unlimited in the Netherlands. After 10 GB per day, the customer will
automatically receive another 1 GB after which this free 1GB can be supplemented via the MyVodafone portal.
	The use of mobile internet for Red Pro Unlimited is limited to a Fair Use Policy of 50 GB data per month in the EU. After
that an extra charge of € 0,0024/MB will be applied..
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11.	When regulated roaming services are available in the European Union, the quality of service offered in that country may
differ from the quality of service offered in the Netherlands due to various local factors related to the technologies available in the visited country such as the deployment status of the latest technology (such as 3G, 4G and 5G), local network
coverage, available speed, latency (delay in transfer of data) but also other external local factors such as topography.
Should the Customer encounter difficulties with the quality of service offered while roaming in the European Union in relation to what is contractually agreed, the customer can contact the Customer Service department. Outside the European
Union, reasons other than those referred to in the first paragraph may influence the quality of roaming service. For the
purposes of this clause, "European Union" means the 26 countries other than the Netherlands that are officially part of
the European Union, as well as Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway , to the exclusion of any other country.

10. Access codes and SIM
1.

Access codes and SIMs will remain the property of the Supplier at all times and the Supplier will be entitled to
change access codes and SIM settings (remotely). The risk with regard to the use of access codes and SIMs
lies solely with the Contracting Party. Access codes and SIMs are purely personal and cannot be transferred.
2. The Contracting Party guarantees that it will:
a. carefully protect access codes and the SIM against loss, misuse, unauthorised use, theft and damage;
b. request the Supplier to block the access codes and SIMs immediately if the access code or SIM can no
		
longer be used due to loss, theft or damage, or if the Contracting Party has a suspicion of misuse or unauthorised
		
use of the access code or SIM. The Supplier will immediately deactivate the SIM following such a
		
request, unless the Supplier reasonably suspects abuse of this possibility to block the SIM; and
c. return the access code and the SIMs to the Supplier following the termination of the Agreement or the
		
Subscription in question or destroy such if the Supplier so requests upon Termination.
3. All costs of the use of the access codes, SIM, Connections and/or Services, be they authorised or unauthorised,
will be at the full expense and risk of the Contracting Party until the time that the Supplier has been notified and
blocking has been effected in the manner described in Article 9.2b.
4. If the Contracting Party has received Goods and/or Services which have been blocked by or on behalf of the Supplier
(for instance a SIM Lock or a network lock), the Contracting Party will not be permitted to remove the blocking or
to have such done by third parties without the explicit written permission of the Supplier. The Supplier may attach
conditions to such permission (including the payment of a fee relating to the contribution made by the Supplier
(possibly through a retailer) for this Good and/or Service).

11. Blocking and deactivating Connections and Services
1.

The Supplier will be entitled to block or deactivate one or more Connections or Services (wholly or in part and for
a temporary or permanent period) in accordance with the provisions of Article 15.2 or if a request is made by or on
behalf of the Contracting Party on the basis of Article 9.2b and the Supplier has no reason to refuse the request.
During the period of blocking or deactivation, the Contracting Party will remain obliged to pay all fixed periodical
2. If the Supplier blocks or deactivates Connections or Services, it will:
a. inform the Contracting Party in advance of a blocking or deactivation provided that this is reasonably possible;
b. remove the blocking and charge costs for removing the blocking, after fulfilment of all outstanding (payment-)
		
obligations;
c. remove the blocking and initiate reactivation at the written request of the Contracting Party after the
		
Contracting Party has fulfilled the obligations required by the Supplier and charge costs for removing the
		
blocking.
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12. Rates
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

The rates for the Goods and Services will be payable to the Supplier in accordance with the Rates List applicable at
that time, irrespective of whether the Goods and/or Services have been or will be supplied by third parties. The Rates
List may be requested from the Supplier.
All rates are in euros and exclusive of VAT and other charges, taxes and duties imposed by an Authority.
Supplier calculates the data usage of the Contracting Party based on the definitions by the International Standard of
Units (SI): 1 gigabyte (GB) = 1.000 megabytes (MB) = 1.000.000.000 bytes.
The Supplier will be entitled to cancel discounts with immediate effect if the actual use of the Goods and/or Services
is not in accordance with the Agreement, does not correspond to the normal or contractually agreed use on which
the applicable rates are based or if that use deviates substantially from the use that may be reasonably expected.
Promotional or other discounts will not apply to the Contracting Party, unless the parties have reached an explicit
and written agreement in that respect.
The data held by the Supplier will be decisive in determining the payable amounts, unless the Contracting Party
proves that such data is incorrect.
The Supplier reserves the right to make corrections regarding the rates for Goods and Services every calendar year
based on the CBS Consumer Price Index of the preceding calendar year. The right to terminate the Agreement as
mentioned in paragraph 6 of this article is not applicable on an increasement of rates resulting from price index
corrections.
The Supplier will be entitled to adjust its rates unilaterally (also if an Authority adopts a measure or adjusts the cost
price) with due observance of a period that it has imposed. At least four weeks prior to such a change taking effect,
the Supplier will inform the Contracting Party and, if applicable pursuant to statutory provisions, point out to the
Contracting Party its right to terminate the Agreement (or the relevant part thereof) in writing effective from the
date on which the change takes effect. The notice of termination must have been received by the Supplier before the
change takes effect.

13. Payment
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

All rates will be owed from the time that the Supplier incurs costs for the benefit of the Contracting Party in the
The Supplier will be entitled to put invoices electronically (by e-mail/online) at the Contracting Party’s disposal. If the
Contracting Party requires invoices in writing the Supplier is entitled to charge costs for meeting this requirement.
Payment should be made within thirty days of the invoice date. If this payment period is exceeded, the Contracting
Party will be in default without any further notice being required and the Supplier may charge the Contracting Party
the statutory interest increased by two percentage points. All out-of-court collection and other costs (including
the costs incurred for drawing up and sending demands, conducting settlement negotiations and other actions for
preparing possible legal proceedings) as well as legal costs will be charged to the Contracting Party.
If Contractor and Supplier have agreed that payment of all fees due as referred to in article 12 takes place by direct
debit of the by Contractor specified IBAN number, for which Contractor has authorized Supplier orally, through the
website of the Supplier or in writing, Supplier shall send Contractor an email notification in advance that indicates
that the online invoice is available for direct debit. If Contractor has opted to receive the invoice by post the receipt
of that invoice shall be considered as a notification of the upcoming direct debit. The collection shall take place
within 15 working days following the dispatch of this notification.
The amounts payable for the use of a Content Service will be paid by the Contracting Party via its Subscription.
The Supplier will be entitled to send interim invoices and/or to demand immediate payment if it delivers in parts or if
the use of the Service and/or the Good does not correspond with the normal use on which the rates were based.
Objections to amounts charged must be submitted to the Supplier in writing within thirty days of the invoice date.
Following the expiry of this date, the Contracting Party will be considered to have approved of the level of the
amount stated on the invoice. The Supplier and the third parties in question will be entitled to charge the costs of
investigating objections to amounts charged (including administration costs) to the Contracting Party.
Fixed fees paid in advance for Services will not be refunded by the Supplier. The Supplier will not owe interest on an
advance or down payment.
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9.

If Supplier is in breach with full payment of two or more instalment payments in relation to Goods and remains in
breach after final notice (ingebrekestelling), all remaining installment payments are immediately due, in addition to
all other rights Supplier has as a result of such breach.

14. Security
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

The Supplier will retain the ownership of all Goods it has delivered and grants or transfers rights under the
suspensive condition that the Contracting Party has fulfilled all claims relating to the consideration for the Goods
supplied or to be supplied or the Services supplied or to be supplied to the Contracting Party by the Supplier, as well
as all claims resulting from failure in fulfilling the Agreement.
If the Contracting Party creates a new good from the Goods, this will be a good that the Supplier has had created
for itself as the owner and the Contracting Party will keep this good for the Supplier until the Contracting Party has
fulfilled all the Supplier’s claims referred to in the previous paragraph.
The Contracting Party will be obliged to keep, use and insure the Goods supplied by the Supplier to the Contracting
Party as the recognisable property of the Supplier.
So long as the ownership or rights of the Goods and/or Services have not been transferred to the Contracting Party,
the Contracting Party may not pledge or encumber the Goods and Services or grant any other right relating to such
to a third party. The Contracting Party will inform the Supplier immediately if third parties enforce rights on the
Goods and/or Services or if they are intending to do so.
The Contracting Party authorises the Supplier, if the situation should arise, to create a right of disclosed or
undisclosed pledge on behalf of the Contracting Party on delivered Goods and rights that have been transferred to
the Contracting Party by means of payment and which are still held by the Contracting Party, as additional security
for all claims vested in the Supplier pursuant to the Agreement.
The Supplier will be entitled at all times for reasons of its own (if, for instance, the use does not correspond to the
normal use on which the applicable rates are based or if that use deviates substantially from the use that may be
reasonably expected or if the payment history gives cause for such) to oblige the Contracting Party (at the Supplier’s
discretion and within a period to be determined by the Supplier) to provide security or additional security by means
of an advance payment (of no more than the total amount that the Contracting Party would owe to the Supplier
during a six-month period) or a down payment. At the time that no payment problems have occurred during a
consecutive period of at least six months, the Contracting Party may submit a written request for the repayment
of the advance payment. The Supplier will assess this request and repay the advance payment if it believes that
circumstances permit such.

15. Intellectual and industrial property rights and confidentiality
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

All intellectual and industrial property rights to Goods and/or Services developed or made available in accordance
with or in respect of the Agreement (including designated or allocated names, addresses and codes, including
account data, customer codes, user names, access codes, IP addresses, e-mail addresses and homepages) will rest
exclusively with the Supplier, Affiliated Enterprises or their licensors. The Supplier will grant the Contracting Party
only a non-exclusive, non-transferable, revocable right, not subject to sublicense, to use the Items and/or Services
during the period of the Agreement, and only for the normal purpose intended by the Supplier.
The Contracting Party will not be permitted to remove or change any indication regarding intellectual or industrial
ownership on or in the Goods and/or Services (including indications regarding the confidential character and
non-disclosure).
The Supplier will be permitted to take technical measures to protect the Goods and/or Services. If the Supplier takes
these technical measures, the Contracting Party will not be permitted to remove or avoid this security.
The Contracting Party is aware that the Goods and/or Services made available may contain confidential information
and industrial secrets of the Supplier, an Affiliated Enterprise or their licensors. The Contracting Party undertakes to
keep these Goods secret and to use them only for the purpose for which they have been made available.
If the Contracting Party develops software or is intending to do so and in connection with the interoperability (the
capacity of software to exchange information with other components of other software via the Supplier’s network
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services and to communicate by means of this information) of the software to be developed requires information to
bring about this interoperability, the Contracting Party will submit a written and specified request to the Supplier for
the information. The Supplier will inform the Contracting Party within a reasonable period whether it can obtain the
required information and under what conditions, including financial conditions and conditions relating to any third
parties to be engaged by the Contracting Party.
6. The Contracting Party guarantees that no rights of third parties oppose making hardware, software or materials
intended for use or processing available to the Supplier. The Contracting Party will indemnify the Supplier against all
claims based on the allegation that making available, using or processing, as referred to above, violates any right of
third parties.
7. The Supplier will indemnify the Contracting Party against all claims based on the allegation that the Goods and/or
Services developed by the Supplier violate an intellectual or industrial property right in the Netherlands, provided
that:
a. the Contracting Party informs the Supplier immediately of the existence and content of the claim;
b. the Contracting Party leaves dealing with the claim (including settlement) entirely to the Supplier;
c. the Contracting Party will assist the Supplier in defending itself against that claim, if necessary in the
		
Contracting Party’s name (including by issuing information and authorisations);
d. the claim is not related to hardware, software or materials made available to the Supplier by the Contracting
		
Party for the purpose of use or processing; and
e. the claim is not related to changes to the Items developed by the Supplier by parties other than the Supplier.

16. Suspension, settlement and termination
1.

Either party may dissolve the Agreement only if the other party is in breach in fulfilling one or more essential
obligations and if the other party has received a notice of default detailed to best effect, in which it has been given a
reasonable period for fulfilment and fulfilment within this period has not been forthcoming.
2. In any event, the Supplier may suspend (including by blocking or deactivating one or more Connections or Services
(temporarily or permanently, wholly or in part)) its obligations under the Agreement with immediate effect and
without any prior notice being required if:
a. the Contracting Party no longer meets the applicable underlying conditions for the Service in question
		
(including the underlying conditions in the up-to-date service description);
b. the actual use of the Goods and/or Services is not in accordance with the Agreement, does not correspond to
		
the normal use or the use on which the applicable rates are based or if that use deviates substantially from the
		
use that may be reasonable expected;
c. the Supplier has sent the Contracting Party a demand and following the expiry of the period referred to in the
		
demand, the Contracting Party has failed to meet its payment obligation;
d. the Supplier has requested the Contracting Party to provide security or additional security and the Contracting
		
Party has not issued the desired security within the period stipulated by the Supplier;
e. the Contracting Party causes nuisance and/or poses a risk to the health of the Supplier’s employees and/or joint
		
users of the Network or other telecommunication networks;
f.
the Contracting Party damages the Goods, the Services, the Network or other telecommunication networks;
g. the Contracting Party fails to fulfil a guarantee or acts contrary to what it guarantees;
h. permits and any other type of permission for the construction, maintenance and operation of the Network expire
		
or are withdrawn; or
i.
circumstances occur, beyond the powers of the Supplier, which make the performance of the Agreement
		
impossible or disproportionally problematic.
3. The Contracting Party will not be entitled to settlement or suspension.
4. Either party may dissolve the Agreement with immediate effect and without prior notice of default in the event of:
a. an application for composition with creditors;
b. a suspension of payments;
c. bankruptcy;
d. liquidation; or
e. dissolution;
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on the part of the other party, unless the trustee in bankruptcy or administrator opts for continuation of the
Agreement and sufficient security is immediately provided in accordance with Article 13 and the other party
approves of the continuation.

17. Obligations in the case of termination or premature termination
of the Agreement and/or Subscriptions
1.

In the case of termination or premature termination of the Agreement, all corresponding or Supplementary Services
delivered will terminate and all claims of the Supplier (including all amounts already invoiced) will be immediately
payable in full. In so far as obligations have already been fulfilled, no obligations resulting from the termination
of the Agreement will arise for the parties to reverse the performances already received by them, unless the
Contracting Party proves that the Supplier is in default with regard to those performances.
2. In the case of the termination of the Agreement, the Contracting Party must, at the discretion of the Supplier,
immediately return or destroy all Goods and/or Services made available to it of which the ownership rights have not
been transferred to the Contracting Party.
3. In the case of the termination of the Agreement or Subscription before the minimum duration has expired, the
Contracting Party will immediately owe the Supplier the following payments in full, unless the Agreement or
the Subscription in question is ending because the Supplier is terminating the Agreement or the Subscription in
question on the basis of Article 4.2 or the Contracting Party is dissolving the Agreement or the Subscription in
question on the basis of Article 15.1 or 15.4:
a. for the remaining term of the minimum period of the Agreement or the Subscription in question:
		
i. all fixed costs (including the costs for leased lines, microwave radio links and other infrastructure, in so far as
			 applicable);
		
ii. all periodic charges (including subscription payments);
b. a proportional part of:
		
i. the discounts granted to the Contracting Party – whether or not through a retailer – with respect to the
			 Goods and/or Services supplied and reimbursements (including payments – whether or not by means of
			 credit entries – and free deliveries of Goods and/or Services by the Supplier);
		
ii. penalties and buy-out sums that the Supplier should pay to third parties in connection with the early
			 termination of the Service, Subscription and/or Agreement.
4. Except under the circumstances referred to in these General Terms and Conditions, it will not be possible to
terminate or cancel an Agreement or Subscription prematurely.

18. Limitation of liability
1.

The Supplier will only be liable for direct damage of the Contracting Party caused by an attributable failure or a
wrongful act on the part of the Supplier to no more than the amounts referred to below, in which context an event
will also be understood to mean a chain of related events. The maximum cumulative liability of all types of damage
referred to below will be EUR 3,000,000 per year, and the total liability of the Supplier per year will therefore be
limited to that amount. Direct damage will be understood to mean only the damage resulting from:
a. death or bodily injury, to an amount of no more than one million (1,000,000) euros per event;
b. damage to material items of the Contracting Party, to an amount of no more than five hundred thousand
		
(500,000) euros per event;
c. a violation of intellectual property rights of the Contracting Party, to an amount of no more than five hundred
		
thousand (500,000) euros per event;
d. having to arrange emergency facilities, provided that these emergency facilities could not have been delivered
		
by the Supplier on time, to an amount of no more than one million (1,000,000) euros per event;
e. the wrongful processing of Personal Data of the Contracting Party or an End-User, to a maximum amount of two
		
thousand five hundred (2,500) euros per injured party and to a maximum amount of one million (1,000,000)
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euros per event;
f.
administrative errors other than those referred to in f., including the – temporary or permanent – disconnection
		
of the Contracting Party’s Connection by the Supplier without any demonstrable reason, to a maximum amount
		
of one thousand (1,000) euros per Connection and to a maximum amount of five hundred thousand (500,000)
		
euros per event.
2. The Supplier will not be responsible for the following circumstances and not liable for any consequential damage or
for any damage other than the direct damage as defined in the previous paragraph of this article:
a. indirect damage, consequential loss, trading loss, loss due to business interruption, loss of profit, missed
		
savings, reduced goodwill, immaterial damage, damage resulting from the claims of purchasers of the
		
Contracting Party and End-Users, mutilation or loss of data, as well as damage relating to the use of items,
		
materials, software or suppliers prescribed by the Contracting Party;
b. the partial or non-functioning of leased lines, microwave radio links and other infrastructure leased for the
		
benefit of the Contracting Party;
c. failures in the service provision of third parties (including providers of telecommunication networks or services
		
and information, Content or SMS services);
d. the non-functioning of Telecommunication Services as a result of temporary or other physical restrictions,
		
required maintenance or force majeure;
e. change of a Number;
f.
the use – authorised or otherwise – of access codes and SIMs;
g. the processing of Personal Data by a third party;
h. the use of Content Services;
i.
the use of internet or any other means of communication (including damage resulting from misunderstandings,
		
mutilations, delays or poor communication with regard to orders or messages), because, inter alia, there are
		
risks associated with the use (including risks that come about because the confidentiality of sent or received
		
messages and information cannot be guaranteed);
j.
hardware and software used by the Contracting Party and not supplied to the Contracting Party by the Supplier
		
in accordance with an Agreement;
k. the exceeding of periods (including supply and performance times);
l.
the storage of Goods in accordance with Article 6.2;
m. the suspension of obligations, the blocking and deactivation of Connections and Services; and
n. the termination of the Agreement.
3. If more than one claim arises for the Contracting Party as a consequence of the same circumstance and the total
amount of the claims exceeds the maximum compensation provided in this article, the claims will be granted and
paid in proportion to their size.
4. The Contracting Party should give written notice of any damage that has arisen as soon as possible, though no later
than within six weeks of the date of discovery of the damage or the date on which the damage could reasonably have
been discovered. The Supplier will not be obliged to pay compensation for any damage that was not reported in
writing within this term
5. All limitations and exclusions of liability:
a. will apply to all damage related directly or indirectly to the Agreement (including damage related to the
		
conclusion or performance of the Agreement or the use of a Service and/or Item);
b. will also apply to violations of major obligations, guarantees and indemnifications;
c. will apply irrespective of the legal ground on which the liability is based;
d. will not apply if the damage has been caused by an intentional act or omission or wilful recklessness on the part
		
of the Supplier or its management.
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19. Third Parties
1.

Only the Contracting Party may invoke rights ensuing from an Agreement vis-à-vis the Supplier. The actions and
omissions of an End-User will be attributed to the Contracting Party. The Contracting Party guarantees that is has
obtained permission from all End-Users for entering into, performing and terminating the Agreement. An End-User
cannot derive any rights from an Agreement. The Contracting Party will bear the risk and indemnify the Supplier
against and compensate it for all claims of End-Users (including in connection with privacy legislation).
2. The Contracting Party will require the prior written permission of the Supplier for acquiring or instructing others
to acquire, assigning, transferring, encumbering, making available (including by means of rental) or performing
(including by means of subcontracting) the Agreement, the rights ensuing from the Agreement and/or the
obligation ensuing from the Agreement. However, the Contracting Party will be entitled to make the Goods and/or
Services available to End-Users.
3. In so far as necessary, the Contracting Party hereby grants the Supplier permission to have the rights ensuing from
the Agreement and/or the obligations ensuing from the Agreement:
a. acquired by, assigned to and/or encumbered to the benefit of an affiliated enterprise of the Supplier; and
b. exercised by a third party (including by means of subcontracting).
4. The Supplier stipulates all means of defence that are related directly or indirectly to the Agreement (including
liability exclusions and restrictions, as well as indemnifications) also for the benefit of (hereafter referred to jointly as
“the Beneficiaries”):
a. its Affiliated Enterprises;
b. third parties and their affiliated enterprises:
		
i. whose services the Supplier uses as part of its business dealings or during the performance of the Agreement
			 (including suppliers and subcontractors); or
		
ii. for which the Supplier is otherwise qualitatively liable (of would be if the Supplier had not excluded or limited
			 its liability for actions or failures of these third parties) all this as if these Beneficiaries were party to the
			 Agreement (the ‘Himalaya clause’ below).
5. The Contracting Party guarantees that it will conclude forthwith a written clause with third parties (including EndUsers) to which it supplies/makes available/performs Goods and/or Services (and in every case of supplying, making
available/performing) which will offer the Supplier and Beneficiaries just as much protection as the Himalaya clause.
6. The Contracting Party will bear the risk and indemnify the Supplier against and compensate it for all claims of third
parties that are related directly or indirectly to:
a. the wrongful use or a use of the Goods and/or Services (including the Connection and SIM) in a manner
		
other than in accordance with this Agreement;
b. the use of Content Services;
c. a violation of the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act [Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens];
d. a violation of the statutory retention periods;
e. items, services, suppliers and/or subcontractors prescribed by the Contracting Party to the Supplier and/or
		
which must be obtained from a prescribed contractor;
f.
acts or failures of suppliers, subcontractors, staff or agents of the Contracting Party; and
g. failures of the Contracting Party in fulfilling obligations resulting directly or indirectly from the Agreement.

20. Privacy
1.

Supplier processes Personal Data as contained in the Vodafone Privacy Statement, which can be found on the
Supplier’s website. The Privacy Statement can also be requested free of charge from the Supplier

21. Miscellaneous
1.

If any provision of these General Terms and Conditions proves to be null and void or is nullified, the parties will
enter into negotiations on the replacing provision, which must correspond with the purpose of the null and void or
nullified provision as far as possible.
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2.

During the period of the Agreement and for twelve months following the termination of the Agreement, the parties
will not be permitted to conclude an employment agreement or another agreement with employees of the other
party or with employees made available by the other party or to have these employees work in some other way for
the other party, unless prior permission has been obtained.

22. Use of Telecommunication Services
1.
2.

3.
4.

The Supplier will strive to offer the Contracting Party uninterrupted use of the Connection/Connections within the
Netherlands.
Partly in view of the nature and use of the Telecommunication Services, the Supplier cannot guarantee that the
Telecommunication Service will always be available and/or uninterrupted, as this depends on third parties and
variable physical factors.
The Supplier will be entitled to impose reasonable limits on the Contracting Party with respect to the use of the
Telecommunication Service, including transmission speeds and the amount of data traffic.
The Supplier will be entitled at all times to perform maintenance on the Network without the cooperation of the
Contracting Party.

23. SIM
1.
2.

The Supplier will make one or more security codes available (such as the PIN and PUK codes) for the Contracting
Party’s SIM.
The costs of unblocking and/or of the issue of a new SIM will be payable by the Contracting Party. During the
period that the SIM is blocked, the Contracting Party will remain obliged to pay all fixed periodical costs and
additional fees.

24. Another provider/network of third parties
1.

If the Contracting Party (for instance outside the Netherlands) uses its Connection temporarily or partially to
purchase Mobile Telecommunication Services or Content Services from or through a third party or the network of
another provider of electronic communication services or other services,
a. the Supplier will not be responsible or liable for such services and content; and
b. the Contracting Party will owe the Supplier all associated special costs and surcharges. This will also include the
		
costs of acceptance or automatic putting through of a call while the Contracting Party or End-User is outside the
		
range of the Network.

25. Number and number retention
1.

The Supplier will provide the Contracting Party with one or more Numbers for the use of each Connection of a Mobile
Telecommunication Service.
2. With regard to number retention:
a. if it is already using one or more Numbers, the Contracting Party may submit a request to the Supplier for
		
retention of those numbers exclusively upon entering into an Agreement;
b. in the fulfilment of a request for number retention, the Contracting Party will follow the instructions issued by
		
the Supplier; and
c. at the commencement or end of an Agreement, the Contracting Party will, in principle, not be entitled to claim
one or more specified numbers, other than by means of invoking number retention.
3. With regard to number retention:
a. the Supplier will grant the request if and as soon as the former Agreement with a provider of mobile
		
telecommunication services can be terminated and this provider cooperates in the retention of the numbers;
b. the Supplier may charge a non-recurring payment for fulfilling the request for number retention;
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c. the Supplier may change a Number in the event of changes in a national number system or number assignment
		
by an Authority, changes in a Service or the Network, or in other cases reasonably necessitating a number
		
change; and
d. the Supplier will implement a number change for the first time only three months after the change was
		
announced, unless an earlier change is necessary in view of the relevant circumstances.
4. Supplier is entitled to change the number of the Contracting Party if this is reasonably inevitable (for example: if the
competent authority imposes such change). If the Contracting Party operates a number starting with ‘06’ it may not
use this number for automated mobile applications. For such use ‘097’ numbers must be used. Supplier may change
‘06’ numbers that are used for mobile data applications to ‘097’ numbers.

26. Maintenance
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

The Supplier will be obliged to perform maintenance work only if the Good and/or Service does not function in
accordance with the agreed specifications, and if the defect was reported immediately in detail to the Supplier after
it occurred and the defect can be reproduced. Maintenance will not include the repair or recovery of mutilated or lost
data.
Following receipt of the report, the Supplier will make every effort to repair the defect at a time to be determined by
the Supplier. The Supplier will be entitled to introduce temporary solutions (including workarounds or restrictions to
avoid the problem) until the time of final repair.
The maintenance will be performed by the Supplier on Working Days. The Supplier will perform the work relating to
the agreed Services at the office of the Supplier. If the Supplier believes that the defect cannot be repaired remotely,
the work will be carried out at the Contracting Party’s premises.
For the purpose of maintenance, upkeep or measurements, the Supplier will be entitled to deactivate one or more
Goods and/or Services temporarily.
If it should turn out that the defect has not been caused by a failure on the part of the Supplier (including defects
that have arisen due to use errors or improper use or changes to the Goods and/or Services by third parties), the
Supplier will be entitled to recover the costs of pinpointing and/or repairing the defect from the Contracting Party.
If the Supplier makes a new model or new version of the Good and/or Service available to the Contracting Party,
the Contracting Party will be obliged to make an extra payment to be determined by the Supplier if the new model
or new version of the Good and/or Service offers new possibilities and/or functions. Three months following the
provision of the new model or new version of the Good and/or Service, the Supplier will no longer be obliged to
perform maintenance work relating to the Good and/or Services that the new model and/or new version was
intended to replace.
If the Contracting Party fails to conclude a maintenance agreement with the Supplier at the same time as the
conclusion of the Agreement on the basis of which the Good and/or Services is provided, the Supplier will not be
obliged to conclude a maintenance agreement as yet at a later stage.

27. Applicable law and disputes
1.
2.

3.
4.

All legal relationships between the Supplier and the Contracting Party will be governed by Dutch law, with the
exception of the Vienna Sales Convention [Weens Koopverdrag].
The Contracting Party must always submit complaints or disputes in the first instance in writing to Vodafone,
Special Services department, Postbus 1500, NL-6201 BM Maastricht, stating the Number of the Connection and a
specification of the Agreement.
The Supplier will provide a detailed written response to a complaint within thirty days. If this term is not met, the
Supplier will inform the Contracting Party within which term it will respond as yet to the complaint.
No later than within six months of receipt of the substantive response, or within six months of the expiry of the term
within which a response should have been made pursuant to provisions of the previous paragraph, the Contracting
Party may submit the dispute to the competent court in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, unless the parties agree upon
another form of dispute settlement.
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28. Change of the Terms & Conditions
1.

Supplier can change the Terms & Conditions for the Corporate market, the Services, the functionalities of the
Service and the technical aspects of the offered Service, the (Framework)Agreement and possible agreed Service
levels reimbursements. Supplier will communicate/announce changes to the Customer at least one month before
implementing.
2. An announcement can also be done though SMS or be placed on the invoice Customers are receiving.
3. In the event changes in the Terms & Conditions lead to the right of Customers to terminate their Agreement,
Customers can send their written termination to customer services till the change date of the Terms & Conditions
4. The right to terminate as being mentioned in clause 28.3 does not apply when the changes to the Terms &
Conditions are the result of:
a. a change which is demonstrably beneficial to the Customer;
b. a change which is beneficial nor detrimental to the Customer;
c. a periodical price increase;
d. an adjustment derived from the government which forces Supplier to change the (Framework)Agreement.
		
For example adjustments regarding to taxes, levy and/or tariff rates;
e. decrees coming from the government, from regulatory bodies (like the Autoriteit Consument & Markt) or judicial
		
bodies;
f.
technical changes in the Networkjack, Services and/or Products which have been placed by Supplier in order of
		
the government; or
g. Changes in an (Framework)Agreement or Service ordered by the Customer.
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